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HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Each new year I provide an overview of the past
12 months of Manhattan’s residential real estate
market, offer some thoughts based on many
economic indicators and try to gauge the tenor of
the market in the first 6 months of the new year.
Interestingly though, notwithstanding the trepidation that many buyers and sellers experienced in
2017, the year ended on a positive note, prompting some speculation by agents that 2018 could
be a strong market. That speculation is further
bolstered by the strength of the economy and
the stock market, coupled with the traditional
strong “spring” real estate market in New York
City (January through June). Given the recent tax
reform bill though, and the perceived political and
economic volatility both domestically and internationally, many would-be buyers and sellers are
concerned about the impact on the Manhattan
residential real estate market. There are many
articles explaining the potential downsides that
may transpire, and yet, as explained above, there
are countervailing positives.
The first and especially second quarters of the
year are historically the most active in an annual
cycle. As such, it is important for a prospective
buyer or seller to be well informed before
purchasing or selling a property. This is especially
true in the wake of the passage of the tax bill and
its implications for 2018.

A YEAR IN REVIEW
2017 was a unique year in the New York City
real estate market. Last January, many New
Yorkers felt uncertainty over what to expect with
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the new administration. This frame of mind gave
serious pause to both buyers and sellers about
their plans to buy or sell. Post-inauguration,
however, many economic indices (most notably
the stock market) improved markedly and
continued to gain strength throughout the year.
While many benefitted from the strong economy,
in Manhattan, many buyers remained wary and
concerned that the record-breaking stock market
would not last. This apprehension manifested in
a slow and cautious market.
In the first half of the year, sellers often asked
why the real estate market was not as robust as
the stock market. There was indeed a disconnect
between the two. Apartments often didn’t sell at
the optimistic prices that were set, and sellers
sometimes felt that the brokers representing them
were to blame, when in fact, in most cases it was
due to the persistent weakness of the market. In
the end, many sellers came to understand that
they could not realize their desired selling price
and opted to either drop their price, remain on
the market assuming the wait-and-see attitude,
or come off the market entirely. It became evident
as spring turned into summer that the Manhattan
residential real estate market was suffering
from lower sales volume, with varying effects on
different segments of the market.
It is worth noting that historically, the real estate
and stock markets do not always move in
tandem. In contrast to today, I have witnessed
over the years where the inverse occurs: periods
of weaker stock markets occurred concurrently
with stronger real estate markets.
As is common during the latter part of the spring
markets there was an uptick in the number of
contracts signed. This happened in part due to
typical market cycles but also because sellers
came to the realization that they needed to
reduce their prices and/or negotiate further down
off their asking prices.

MARKET SNAPSHOT: LAST SIX MONTHS
July and August were slow in the Manhattan real
estate market. A lackluster summer is common,
but many brokers hoped that the activity from the
spring would carry well into July. Instead, after
July 4th, buyers paused. Stock markets kept

rising but buyers were wary of a potential bubble
that could burst. When that did not happen, some
confidence was restored in the market.

285 Central Park West, PH West

The fall market was initially slower than usual as
tentativeness among buyers was pervasive. The
continued strength in the economy still did not
move people until mid-October. Properties began
to sell in a more consistent fashion, and the pace
picked up dramatically because of the increasing
downward pressure on prices, low interest rates
and the promise of better bonuses. Additionally,
4th quarter contract volume picked up because
sellers and buyers wanted closure by year-end.
The implications of the then pending new tax plan
made some buyers feel nervous, while others
felt that it created opportunities to be had in the
closing months of the year. Another indicator of
returned confidence was evident in the luxury
market: in November, 29 contracts were signed
over $4M the week after Thanksgiving! More than
one-third of those contracts were over $10M.

THE SPRING MARKET 2018
The passage of the tax bill is not likely to have an
immediate impact on the residential real estate
market but due to the conflicting messages about
the potential adverse or positive effect on the
market many people still wonder what the future
will hold. Many buyers are hoping that prices will
drop further, yet other buyers - and certainly sellers
- feel that the market might even become stronger.
It is true that some of the proposed changes to
individual tax rates and itemized deductions will
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impact New York City, including the mortgage
interest deduction, state and local income tax, and
property tax deductions. But then many of the over
$4M buyers may not be negatively impacted.
In fact, for those who have been waiting to buy,
this time period might well offer an opportunity to
purchase at current lowered prices. If uncertainty
about the near-term implications of the tax bill
is stopping a buyer from moving forward with a
purchase, they should consider the longer-term
implications of buying now. Those who wish to
buy and plan to live in the home for over 10 years

should be comfortable in the knowledge that in
the long term, real estate continues to increase
in value.
While some buyers and sellers will generally
remain cautious, I believe that the market will
continue to gain some momentum through the
first half of the year. This projection, as indicated
earlier, is supported by the current economic
indicators – the stock market continues to rise,
bonuses are likely to be higher than last year,
unemployment is historically low, interest rates
are still near record lows, and the overall economy
remains very strong.

Advice to Buyers
To be a competitive buyer in Manhattan, it is
important to be prepared. Even though bidding
wars are not as common today, they still happen
with exceptional properties that are well-priced.
Even if you are not competing, it is still important
to position yourself in the best possible light when
submitting an offer on a property. Be proactive and
prepare yourself so that you are ready to make
a strong, well-presented offer when you find the
right property. This involves three basic steps: 1)
prepare your financial statement and review it
with your real estate broker and banker, 2) attain
a mortgage pre-approval letter, and 3) decide on
who you will engage to be your NYC
residential real estate attorney.
Most savvy investors will tell you it is
impossible to accurately guage the
market nevertheless, it is important
for buyers to appreciate three facts, a)
prices are lower, b) interest rates are
still low, and c) buying in a fear-based
marketplace often turns out to be
better than when buyers’ and sellers’
confidence is high.
Advice to Sellers
If you are considering selling in the
spring, there are three very important
steps you must undertake: 1) engage
an experienced real estate broker,
2) stage your property to highlight
all of its best features, and 3) price
your property competitively. An
experienced broker will guide you
on presentation and pricing, both of
which are the keys to a successful
sale at a higher price.
Given the shifting market conditions,
sellers should stay on top of news that
affects the real estate market. Pricing
properly is important, especially
when a listing first comes on the
market. Historically, a listing that is
priced too high at the outset often
sells for a lower price than if priced
realistically when first listed. Finally,
review the comparable listings and
sales with your broker and make a
well-thought-out decision.
It is essential to carefully consider
the comparable properties where a
contract was recently signed. Closed
sales that occurred even 6-9 months
ago will be stale, as the market
Continued on page 7
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downtown market

DOWNTOWN MARKET SNAPSHOT
Downtown 3Q vs 2Q 2017

The downtown market* has been on average accountable for about 30% of
all sales – the largest market share – in Manhattan. In the third quarter 2017,
resale and new development condominium sales downtown recorded the highest
median price in the city. The luxury market defined as the top 10% of closed
sales in terms of price also dominated downtown with a 54% share of sales.
Although downtown had the greatest number of closings of any submarket in the
third quarter (1,045 closings), it represented a 4% decrease from the previous
year-the only submarket to register a decrease.
*excluding Battery Park and the Financial District
**the average price in 3Q2016 was $6.009M or 13% higher, however many high end new
developments had more closings in 2016 such as The Greenwich Lane, 443 Greenwich,
30 Park Place and 56 Leonard.

Neighborhood Resale Condo Snapshot 2017
(Closings from January 1 to December 11, 2017)

This neighborhood snapshot focuses on the resale condo market, as new development
tends to skew pricing analysis and typically represents sales 12-18 months ago.

On the Market
45 Walker Street, #1

7,500 plus SF Duplex Condo Tribeca Loft
4 Beds, 4.5 Baths

$8.495M

Downtown Specialist
Lynn Nguyen is a senior member
of the Deanna Kory Team and
specializes in sales Downtown. She
has called New York City her home
for the past 25 years and currently
resides in Greenwich Village. Lynn’s
dedication, expertise and instincts
proves the right broker can make
all the difference in a successful
purchase or sale. Contact Lynn directly at 646-283-3023 or
email at lynn.nguyen@corcoran.com
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interior design

RENOVATING FOR RESALE:
KITCHEN DESIGN PRO-TIPS
By Regina Bilotta

Once your home passes the Curb Appeal test,
what is one of the most important assets in
selling your house? The kitchen! According
to Remodeling Magazine’s 2017 report, the
average return on investment for renovations, or
ROI – the value you can expect to get back upon
selling your home for every dollar you spend on
upgrades – is 64%. Kitchen and bath renovations
rank among the highest returns. Depending on
the type of kitchen renovation, your return can
vary from 65% for a major remodel to 80% for
a minor job. The rule of thumb
offered – if you plan to live in your
home for more than 5 years – go
for it. Design your dream kitchen
with every color, bell, and whistle
you want because history proves
that trends will change before you
sell. If you are thinking of selling
in less than five years but want
to enjoy a new kitchen while you
are there, keep these guidelines
in mind: remodeling for resale
means choosing materials that
will make you happy but also
appeal to potential buyers.

your desire for “color” but also create a clean
slate anyone can work with.
Next up, if you have the space, consider
introducing a working island in a different
material – today’s alternative to the kitchen table.
This is the perfect surface to incorporate stained
wood-like oak or walnut that can work seamlessly
with the white painted perimeter cabinets.
Better than a table, an island can accommodate
appliances, a sink, or simply give you that extra

Whether you’re looking to sell a
co-op, penthouse apartment, or Upper West Side Kitchen designed by Bilotta Kitchen & Home
brownstone, the guiding principal
is “NEUTRAL” – and not in a bad way. For starters, storage everyone needs. Include an overhang for
today’s design trend is a perfect template to create comfortable stools to gather family and friends.
what’s called a “resale-conscious aesthetic.” So far, this new kitchen with its neutral palette
Even the most-high end, spectacular kitchens hasn’t turned anyone away.
incorporate calm palettes and clean lines which
happen to be just the ticket to appeal to general Color and material done, cabinetry style is
audiences and also stand the test of time.
next. This is where the concept of “clean lines”
comes into play. Whether you select traditional
Let’s start with the cabinetry, typically the framed cabinets or transitional to contemporary
largest surface in a kitchen. Whether you are frameless cabinets, “less is more” for today’s
installing new cabinetry or simply painting your buyer. The days of elaborate details like heavy
existing, the safest color selection is classic complex moldings are gone. Take a cue from
white. Don’t be disappointed; today’s white can the style of your home. Let your cabinetry tell a
be many things. Consider white, with a cool story. It could reflect the style of the rest of the
grey or blue undertone. Or warm up your white home as seen outside of the kitchen. Or it could
with beige or taupe tones but be careful to stay successfully distinguish itself from the obvious
away from pink! With the marketable permanent style and present as though it were a piece of
“color” determined, you will be able to introduce modern furniture placed in a Victorian paneled
your own favorite but “temporary” color accents. dining room. Either way, for cabinetry to appeal
Everything from wall paint to dishware should to a general audience and meet our “neutral”
reflect your own favorites, later to be changed criteria, it must be clean and simple. Today’s
by the buyer. Begin to imagine how a new biggest sellers range from plain framed, five“marketable white” kitchen can actually satisfy piece flat panel doors with an applied or routed
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molding to frameless flat panel doors. Paints are
low sheen or flat and stains are matte.
Countertops are easy. While beautiful marbles
have become most popular, they require care
and maintenance not recommended for resale.
Consider a manufactured stone-based material
that will stand up to years of heavy use and
promise to look as good as it did on the day it
was installed. There are numerous patterns and
colors to choose from, many of which look just
like natural marble. Again, lean towards neutral
colors that will compliment your cabinet color.
Appliances offer endless choices. Whether you
decide to go with stainless steel or paneled
fronts, a sign of a well-done kitchen is a flush
refrigerator/freezer – one that does not
protrude beyond the countertop. This
one element has become so important
to kitchen design that numerous
manufacturers have introduced
models at multiple price points. While
a top-of-the-line big name appliance
package will certainly be attractive,
it will add to the budget and could
decrease your ROI. Alternatively, if you
have the room, consider one luxury
option, like a built-in coffee maker or
a steam/convection oven. Make sure
the style of the appliances work with
the overall style of the kitchen. Other
important eye catchers are cabinet
accessories. Add interior roll-outs,
pull-out trash, magic corners, spice
and utensil drawers, lit interiors,
and must-have electronics. These are relatively
inexpensive ways to make kitchens functional
and exciting.
Keeping these four guidelines in mind will make
it easy for a potential buyer to see themselves
cooking and eating in your kitchen - with their
own colors and their own style. Enhance the
marketability of your entire home with these
tricks of the trade!
Leading kitchen design firm
specializing in custom kitchens
since 1985. Exquisite product,
unrivaled service & superior
craftsmanship.
Regina Bilotta

A&D Building, NYC | Mamaroneck, NY | Mount Kisco, NY
212.486.6338 | 866.245.6882
www.bilotta.com
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IT’S ALL IN THE PREPARATION
TIPS FOR A SMOOTH & SUCCESSFUL ESTATE SALE
By Jane and Matthew Martin
An estate sale often represents more than just
a simple financial transaction between two
parties and can be a very personal process for
the seller. Although selling an apartment that
has been owned by a close family member can
be emotionally difficult, there are many ways to
help prepare for a respectful and smooth sale
process. If you have been asked to arrange for
the sale of such a property, it is a good idea to
know what questions to ask when interviewing
a potential real estate broker as well as what
additional documents are required for an estate
sale. Unless you have experience in managing
co-op and condo estate sales, a smart seller will
retain a seasoned real estate professional who
is experienced with these kinds of sales and
who can provide the right kind of advice to help
prepare the apartment before listing.
Documentation & Legal Representation
To begin, it is important to locate the original
stock certificate and proprietary lease for a co-op.
In the case of a condo, the original deed should
be located. It is also important to determine
whether there is a mortgage on the apartment.
A lien search (for a co-op) or a title report (for
a condo) will reveal this information. If there are
any inconsistencies between the names listed on
the stock certificate and proprietary lease (or the
deed if a condo) and the decedent, such issues
are best resolved well in advance of the transfer
rather than on the day of the closing.

These materials are usually obtained from the
lawyer who is retained by the decedent’s family
members or friends to help with the estate
administration process.
If you have been appointed as an Executor or
Administrator of a family member or friend’s
estate, it is always a good idea to locate – as
early in the process as possible – a lawyer who is
familiar with both co-op/condo transactions AND
estate administration procedures. If the lawyer
is familiar with co-op/condo transactions but
not with estate administration procedures, sales
can often be delayed causing unwanted friction
between parties. Sometimes a lawyer who is
familiar with estate administration
procedures will retain another lawyer
who is familiar with co-op and condo
sales for estates. Such a decision
usually results in lowering the overall
costs associated with managing the
estate.

Refresh In many instances, a fresh coat of paint
can make a huge difference. If possible, a full
cleaning after decluttering is very helpful.
Staging If needed, your broker will recommend
some level of staging of the property. Staging
can range from merely adding accessories
to enhance a space all the way to completely
refurnishing and stylizing every room with a
fresh contemporary style that appeals to the
widest audience. A buyer may need help to
visualize possible layouts and renovations to fit
their needs. The investment in staging typically
yields a faster sale and a sales price that can be
between 5 and 20% higher.

- Current certificate of Letters
Testamentary or Letters of Administration
(Sometimes referred to as, Testamentary
Letters). The seller will need these letters
to evidence to the purchaser and the
Board of Directors (co-op) that as a
representative of the estate, you have the
right to sell the apartment.

The real estate broker who handles
an estate sale should have a basic
understanding of the probate
process and the terms used in an
estate sale. In estate sales, a great
deal of diplomacy is required by the
broker when communicating with the
various parties. The broker should Staged estate sale at 505 West End Avenue was in contract within 2 weeks
have experience and skill in guiding
the representative for the estate through the
While the Executor or Administrator may not yet
process of preparing the apartment for sale as
have the legal right to sell the apartment, with
well as the creative ability to properly market
sufficient preparation, you will not lose time
the home to prospective buyers.
during the early period of estate administration.
When the apartment is eventually ready to sell
Preparing the Apartment for Sale
and all the special requirements for an estate sale
Clean and prepare the apartment during the
have been satisfied, the apartment can be sold
period when the lawyer for the estate submits
without delay. Doing your homework beforehand
the Will for probate to the Surrogate’s Court.
will avoid wasting time and causing aggravation
This process can often be lengthy while
for all the parties involved. Buyers do not want to
the Surrogate’s Court reviews the required
hear that their dream apartment is unavailable
estate documents. During this period, and
because the Executor or Administrator wasted
before Letters Testamentary are issued by
time in not obtaining the required documents.
the Surrogate’s Court, the apartment can be
cleaned, de-cluttered and possibly staged so
Matthew Martin is a partner at Patton, Eakins, Lipsett,
Martin & Savage, a law firm in New York City. His firm
that the apartment will look its best to potential
represents clients throughout the United States and abroad.
buyers.
www.pattoneakins.com.

- If applicable, relevant documents
establishing the release of any tax liens
against the apartment

Declutter Remove and dispose of all traces
of illness, if any. Clear excess books, papers,
furniture, clothing and personal items.

At the appropriate time, the following materials
are usually required by the purchaser and the
transfer agent for the estate to complete the
transfer:
- Death Certificate
- Copy of the Last Will and Testament (if
the shareholder died with a Will)

Jane Martin is a Licensed Real Estate Broker with the
Deanna Kory Team at the Corcoran Group. She has
represented numerous estate sales over her 19-year career.
jnm@corcoran.com (917) 816.6392
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real estate history

SELLING THE UWS IN THE 1940’s:
MEMORIES OF NYC’S FIRST LICENSED FEMALE REALTOR
By Andra Moss, Landmark West!
From her Upper West Side apartment windows,
Trinidad Hidalgo can easily point to scores of
buildings that she has sold, bought, and rented
out over the course of her 80 year career in New
York real estate. “I’ve probably sold a house on
every street,” reflects Ms. Hidalgo, known as
Trina. She also has the distinction of being New
York City’s very first female licensed realtor.

joined by Russian, Polish and German Jewish
families moving from the crowded tenements
of the Lower East Side. “My dad spoke seven
languages, including Japanese, German, Italian,
and Spanish”, she recalls. “He sold houses to
everybody from everywhere.”
By age fourteen, Trina was already helping out
with showings, running keys across town, and
helping out in the office. She studied at Columbia
University and New York University and when
her father became ill, she submitted a special
application for a city real estate license when she
turned 21 to help with the family business. It also
turned out that she would be the first woman to
do so.
The year was 1941 and she doesn’t recall
anyone even noticing her barrier-breaking action.
Perhaps that was also because the U.S. had
entered World War II and women were stepping
up across the county. Her three brothers were all
in the service, Trina remembers, so she became
a welder at a war plant in Yonkers. For more than
two years she welded by day and sold real estate
on the weekends.

Deanna Kory, Trina Hidalgo and Ileana Lopez-Balboa

Born in 1922, Trina recently celebrated her 95th
birthday. She shared her recollections of the city,
and how growing up in the family real estate
business shaped her unique view of the Upper
West Side.
Joseph Hidalgo founded his eponymous real
estate brokerage in 1918 on 42nd Street, but
his work extended to commercial and residential
properties across the city. As the first-born of
Joseph and his wife Inez, Trina and, subsequently,
her three brothers, were steeped in real estate
from day one. “Dad taught us from the ground
up all about real estate. We loved to hear him
talk about it.”
Trina recalls that in the early years his sales on the
Upper West Side were primarily of brownstones,
and that rowhouses that today include multiple
apartments were nearly all private homes. The
neighborhood was quite diverse even then.
Many Irish immigrants who had moved uptown
to help build the Ninth Avenue elevated train,
and later the IRT and IND subway lines, were
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The visible decline of the Upper West Side began
shortly after the war ended, when the housing
shortage led to properties being subdivided to fit
in as many renters as possible. Blocks that once
held hundreds became jammed with thousands
of tenants. She recalls her first sale: “That
was an old house – a rooming house. It had so
many keys! You had to go from room to room,
unlocking each one.”
Working in the pre-internet era was challenging,
Trina says, “but we brokers really worked together.
It was too much to cover even the 40 blocks of
the Upper West Side. Before computers, you’d
send clients to other firms that specialized in this
or that. You’d share commissions.” She recalls a
Horn & Hardart automat on West 72nd Street as
a prime meeting place. “It was at #170, where
the Citibank is now. All the brokers and clients
would meet there to talk about what would we’d
like to see and show…that was marvelous.”
Her first full apartment building sale was, perhaps
fittingly, to a female buyer. Located at 5 Riverside
Drive, Trina co-brokered the deal with John J.
Reynolds, a well-known and established realtor

who took a chance of doing business with her, a
young and ambitious woman.
Over the years, Trina saw a lot of change on the
Upper West Side becoming an owner/landlord
herself. “I’ve bought many, many properties here.
Early on, two or more of us would buy a house.
This is how we grew. I was in love with each
house I bought – some I really regret selling.”
As a landlord, Trina tried hard to make things
better for her tenants. “We were among the first
to put in air conditioning units, dishwashers,
laundry, and other special things that no one
else did at the time. I was fortunate to marry
an architect – he gave me even more ideas
for what to do with a building.” She also knows
firsthand that affordable housing for singles –
and supportive housing models in general – are
still desperately needed.
Returning her gaze to the beautiful blocks of
the Upper West Side, Trinidad Hidalgo has a few
words of advice for today’s brokers. “Real estate
is always a good thing!” she says with a smile.
“Don’t be afraid of any job – no sale is too big
or too small and nothing is impossible. And the
main thing Dad taught us - always be honest.
Whether it hurts a sale or not, if you tell the truth,
all will turn out well.”

Former IRT Powerhouse is
Now a NYC Landmark

Magnificent #58! The UWS received its 58th
individual historic landmark on December
5th when the city’s Landmarks Preservation
Commission voted unanimously to designate
the Stanford White-designed former IRT
Powerhouse. Landmark West! and other
preservation groups have worked since the
1970s to save the Powerhouse, a McKim,
Mead & White Beaux-Arts style building
that spans a full city block between West
58th and 59th Streets at 11th Avenue. Visit
www.LandmarkWest.org for more information.
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Deanna Kory Team Exclusives ON THE MARKET

7 West 81st Street, 2B
		
Grand & Elegant 6-Room with Exceptional Views
3 Beds, 3 Baths

1155 Park Avenue, 10SW
					
Grand Corner 12-Room with Open City Views
5 Beds, 4.5 Baths

MARKET REVIEW
Continued from page 2

has been shifting month-to-month. Due to
changing market conditions, it is important to
have a very experienced broker that will help
you establish an appropriate asking price for
your property.
A note to sellers about offers: it is critically
important to negotiate realistic offers that are
received early in the sales process. Most of
the time, the first offer is the best offer. But in
this market, sometimes it is THE ONLY OFFER.
More often than not sellers feel over-confident
when they receive a good offer early on, and
assume that it will be the first of many other
offers to come. In the last six months, most
sellers who did not respond to their high first
offers ended up reducing the asking prices
below the initial offer.
If you are interested to learn about the
value of your property in the current
market, we will be happy to provide you
with a confidential evaluation of your home.
Please contact me directly at
dek@corcoran.com or (212) 937-7011.

$9.9M

140 Riverside Drive, 11K
Elegant, Sun-filled 6-Room Home on the River
3 Beds, 2 Baths

4.6M

$3.365M

Now available!

LIVING ON FIFTH AVENUE

Deanna Kory’s Exclusive Book of Photography
Living on Fifth Avenue, Deanna Kory’s
newest book of photography is now
available. It is full of extraordinary
images that capture all aspects of
life on this renowned thoroughfare.
From Greenwich Village to the Upper
East Side, Fifth Avenue is considered
the Gold Coast of residential real
estate and features stunning historic
architecture, renowned cultural
institutions, iconic shopping and
beloved green spaces. Also included is
the architectural history of the Avenue.
If you would like to receive a complimentary copy, contact us:
DEK@corcoran.com or deannakory.com
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Experience.

 Wall Street Journal Top 100 Nationwide
In the top 6 Teams in NYC since the ranking was created

The Deanna Kory Team Advantage

 #1 in Sales in Manhattan
The Corcoran Group			

2015

 East Side Sales Team of the Year
The Corcoran Group			

Ileana Lopez-Balboa

Stacey Pashcow

2013 - 2016

Lynn Nguyen

2009-2016

 Corcoran Group Top 5 Agents
Among the top 5 for 15 years

			

2001 to present

 Real Deal Top 75 Manhattan Agents
Ranks agents based on Listings Marketed 		

2010-2016

 Member President’s Council and Multi-Million Dollar Club
Top 25 Agents in Company Wide 			

Deanna Kory

Jane Martin

Sara McNeil

2001-2016

Cindy Kitch

The Deanna Kory Team’s Recent Sales Sampling
Address			
240 West End Avenue, 10FL
239 Central Park West, 9B
12 East 88th Street, 3C

Price
$6,550,000*
$5,400,000
$6,250,000*

45 Gramercy Park North, 5B
375 West End Avenue, 9AB
225 Fifth Avenue, 6J

$5,795,000
$4,800,000
$5,825,000*

863 Park Avenue, 5E
42 East 12th Street, 6FL
40 East 88th Street, 5B

$3,280,000
$3,750,000*
$3,595,000

www.DeannaKory.com

corcoran

corcoran group real estate

Address			
252 East 57th Street, 71B
20 West 77th Street, 10A

Price
$9,100,000*
$4,450,000

230 West 78th Street, 9B
351 West End Avenue, TH
309 West 102nd Street, TH

$5,050,000
$6,750,000
$7,425,000

130 East 75th Street, 7D
110 Riverside Drive, 12B
221 West 77th Street, 6W
7 West 81st Street, 10B

$3,235,000
$4,000,000
$6,200,000*
$5,850,000

Address			
50 Riverside Boulevard, 19E
812 Park Avenue, 12/13E
50 Riverside Boulevard, 24A

Price
$7,600,000
$6,775,000*
$7,100,000*

235 West 71st Street, 7FL
215 West 88th Street, 6FG
110 Riverside Drive, 16E

$9,000,000
$7,195,000*
$2,772,000

16 East 84th Street, 3FL
1065 Park Avenue, 27AB
1165 Park Avenue, 7C

$4,862,500
$5,100,000
$4,490,000*

*represented the purchaser

Facebook.com/DeannaKoryTeam

Twitter.com/DeannaKory
the corcoran group real estate
660 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10065
DEK@corcoran.com

The Corcoran Group is a licensed real estate broker. Owned and operated by NRT LLC.

